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Abstract 
In order to improve the impacts of the power generation capacity of the heating units which prolonged heating at a 
low load in the Combined Heat and Power, the reform program of imposing heat exchanger to the thermal system has 
been proposed in this paper. Besides, we can see the new generating capacity after transformation by thermodynamic 
analysis and the impacts of the coal consumption, etc. In addition, the changes of the resistance characteristics in 
water supply system were analyzed. It also analyzes the optimal operation of the feed pump when the running water 
system is inefficient due to variable flow. Therefore, in the case of an owned power plant, we have made a 
comprehensive evaluation to the economic benefits of the new thermal system. 
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1. Foreword 
The cogeneration is a mode of energy-saving production determined by thermal power, using classified-
energy.. Although there are several types of heating units, the back pressure unit has a simple structure, a 
low cost and a high thermal efficiency, and is less restricted by water, so it had been used as a preferred 
model of CHP for a period of time in the last century. Compared with other models, it has the thermal 
characteristics of mutual restraint, so if the heat load changes, especially when the heat load reduces, there 
will be severe restrictions on the generating capacity. Therefore, it will affect the economical efficiency of 
the operation units. Taking an example of back-pressure units of a company-owned power station, shown 
in Figure 1, the paper discusses problems including how to improve the thermal system transformation 
inferred by the power generation capacity of the heating units at a low load heating, the consequent 
changes in resistance of pipeline system and the mode of pump in the variable speed operation due to the 
reduction of water, and comprehensive evaluated results are given. 
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Figure 1.   B12-50/10 type back pressure unit principle thermal system  
1 Boiler   2 Steam Turbine  3 Deaerators  4 Feed pump  5 High- pressure heater 
2. The Development of System Reform Project 
 
Figure 2. Back pressure unit principle thermal system before and after transformation 
1 Boiler   2 Steam Turbine  3 Deaerator    4 Feed pump   5 High- pressure heater   6 Additional heat exchanger 
 
For average heat users, it is not important whether using superheated steam heat or not. What is 
important is the ability to provide reliable temperature or heat. Thus, a system reform program is 
proposed: on the premise of meeting the thermal parameters of the users, the sensible heat (or sensible 
heat + latent heat) of the overheated exhaust in the back pressure machine is used to heat boiler feed water, 
and then the remaining is supplied to the outside users. It is imaginable that it is       difficult to meet the 
energy needs of users if the original steam turbine’ original exhaust doesn’t change, so it will be forced to 
increase its volume and then the exhaust steam in order to achieve the purpose of increasing capacity. 
Thus, the transformation program is presented here as shown in Figure 2, in which the dotted line is a new 
system transformed. This reform program has the characteristics of switching old and new systems, and 
the system can switch to the original work when the heating load is large.
3. Calculation of Heating Power 
As for the thermal System before transformation marked with the solid line in Figure 2, the heating power 
output Ph can be reviewed according to literature[1]: 
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Where: D0—Into the steam turbineˈkg/h˗ 
h0, hh, hs, hr, hj, hn—Turbine into the steam enthalpy, enthalpy of external heating, water heater entrance 
enthalpy, heat enthalpy backwater, heater extraction steam enthalpy and enthalpy of condensate, kJ/kg˗ 
M— returned rate of condensate water of heating, %˗ 
Kr, Km, Kg—the turbine ’internal efficiency, mechanical efficiency and generator efficiency, %.  
Since a self-heating power station has a shorter pipeline, for easy calculation, the backwater rate is M=1. 
Here Type (1) can then be simplified to:  
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   As seen, heating steam generating power depends on not only the initial and final parameters of 
heating, water temperature, heating backwater rate, backwater temperature and the integrated unit 
efficiency, but also the amount of the exhaust volume. This feature is determined by the characteristics of 
the back pressure heating unit. Here this feature can simply be used to take measures to increase the heat 
into steam in order to achieve the purpose of raising a certain capacity in the low load state. At this point, 
if we ignore the energy losses in the process of transmission, we can have the heat balance formula of 
front and rear reform program of the turbine: 
))(()( 00 rhrhh hhDDhhD c'                                                                                     (3) 
We can obtain the new increase of steam'D0 from (3): 
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Where: hhc, hr—turbine enthalpy of saturated steam and the backwater of the enthalpy after exhaust 
heatˈkJ/kgǄ 
According to the dynamic characteristics of backpressure machine, there is new generating power: 
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The relative increase in power output and the new heat capacity before and after transformation 
throughout the year are respectively: 
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4. The Amount of Boiler Fuel and the Changes of Feed Water Enthalpy after Transformationg 
The calculation of the amount of boiler fuel B before transformation[2]˖ 
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Where:  
Dg, Dw—Steam and emissions for Boiler, kg/h˗ 
hg, hw, hs—Steam enthalpy, enthalpy of exhaust steam enthalpy and water for Boiler, kJ/kg˗ 
Qar,net—Calorific value of fuel, kJ/kg˗ 
Kg—Boiler thermal efficiencyˈ%.  
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Amount of boiler fuel Bc after transformation: 
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The relative increase value for added fuel GB : 
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Water enthalpy hsc after transformation can be obtained by the new system of heat balance: 
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5.Feed Pump’ Operation at Low Load 
Results of the two reasons of installing heat exchanger to the original heating system and the reduction of 
water flow will have a certain impact on the economic operation of feed pump. For the early units, the 
pumps are generally frequency speed; the feed water flow is regulated by valve alone. Although people 
now have sufficient knowledge of energy saving of variable speed adjustment, yet there is lack of 
quantitative comparison of energy saving effects.
 ν The Determination of Variable Speed Feed Pumps 
To facilitate the analysis, as shown in Figure 3, the develop equations of the specific curve of frequency 
speed pumps Hp-D and the specific curve of pipeline gMo under the initial state are expressed respectively 
as: 
2
210 DADAAH p                                                                                                     (12) 
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Where:
Hp,Hg,Hst—Pump head, the resistance of pipeline system and the entry, exit static pressure of water 
supply systemˈmH2O˗ 
D—Pump flowˈm3/h˗
Șp—Pump efficiencyˈˁ˗
S—Resistance Characteristics of pipeline systemˈh2/m5. 
The fitting coefficients A0ǃA1ǃA2ǃB1ǃB2ǃB3 in the type (12) and (13) can be obtained from the 
formal equations determined by “least square method”, and the speed relationship corresponding to the 
variable flow pump [3]˖ 
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Figure 3. The pumps and piping system  
pˉthe Pump’ HD curve at Speed n0 
  pcˉthe Pump’ HD curve without Speed ni0. 
Șpˉthe Pump’ Ș-D curve at Speed n0 
gMˉthe pipe curve over design condition . 
  gMcˉthe pipe curve over changed condition . 
Șdˉ Pump’ equivalent curves 
 Deficiency of Pump Operating Points 
Generally, the pump efficiency curve Șp only reflects the efficiency changes of the pump in different 
operating points at a main-frequency speed.  The efficiency of variable speed only can be determined by 
the similar principle. Therefore M, the efficiency of the original operating point, Mc, Operating point of 
throttle adjustment under variable flow and Ms, variable-speed operating point under the same variable 
flow can be obtained according to the principle: 
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 ο Energy Consumption of Feed Pumps 
Once the efficiency value corresponding operating point can be obtained in various links of the speed 
control system, we can calculate Pjl , the throttle adjustment Power consumption, and Pbs , variable-speed 
adjustment power consumption of boiler feed pump, using this type, they are: 
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With the pump of variable-speed adjustment compared to the one of throttle adjustment, the annual 
energy savings are: 
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6. Project Examples 
A company-owned power plant is made up of the 2 × 75t / h pulverized coal and 1× 12000kW back 
pressure (B12-50/10 type) turbine generator, and the boiler feed pump is the "DG150-59" type, rated to 
water D=130t/h, frequency speed n0=2 950r/min, electrical power P=440kW. What is also known is the 
equations of pump and pipeline system characteristics and the enterprise’s variation of average heat load 
in the natural month, shown in type (20) and figure 4. 
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Figure 4.  A self-power station’ annual heating load (t/h) 
 
Heating load for January, February, November and December is larger, so transformation method is 
not adopted during this period. In addition to the parameters shown in Figure 1, other parameters are as 
follows: boiler emissions Dw=0.05Dg; boiler efficiency Șg=0.89; the total efficiency of steam turbine 
ȘrȘmȘg=0.82; new heat exchanger efficiency Șjr=0.98; fuel heat Qar,net=20867kJ/kg; the price of standard 
coal 500 yuan / ton , electricity price 0.4 yuan/kWh. According to the basic principles of rehabilitation 
programs, now the results of each parameter calculation and the economic comparison, from March to 
October, after sensible heat in unit exhaust steam has been used to heat boiler feed water are carried out in 
Table 1 and Table 2. 
The results in Table 2 indicate that, as the thermal system of company-owned power plant is 
transformed, even in the same low load situation, the annual energy productions of heating unit increase 
by 14.06% relatively, and fuel consumptions only increase by 6.1% relatively. For combined heat and 
power generation,this transformation can not only improve the unit's generating capacity, but also reduce 
the coal consumption rate, so the transformation.is beneficial.In addition, the implementation of variable-
speed control operation to the boiler feed pump, the energy consumption is reduced by 24.96% compared 
with throttle adjustment in the same low load flow, so this effect of the energy saving is quite 
considerable. Considering the factors of fuel and electricity prices, the net income brought by the new 
generating capacity at low load heating and by energy consumption after feed pump uses speed regulation 
can be over 110 million, which received a satisfactory effect.
TABLE I.   THE RESULTS OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS (MARCH TO OCTOBER) BEFORE AND AFTER SYSTEM REFORM 
         month 
parameters 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
rer supply steam Dh(t/h) 73.79 46.2 41.5 41.79 36.47 38.05 34.9 41.35 
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return steam D0(t/h) 81.62 51.1 45.9 46.22 40.34 42.09 38.6 45.74 
Pumping steam heating Dcj(t/h) 7.83 4.9 4.4 4.43 3.87 4.04 3.7 4.39 
generated energy Eu104(kW) 1.226 0.767 0.689 0.694 0.606 0.632 0.579 0.687 
coal consumption  B (t/h) 13.05 8.17 7.34 7.39 6.45 6.73 6.17 7.31 
   after reform
 
supply steam Dch(t/h) 84.13 52.67 47.31 47.64 41.58 43.38 39.79 47.15 
return steam Dc0(t/h) 93.06 58.26 52.33 52.70 45.99 47.99 44.01 52.15 
Pumping steam heating Dcj(t/h) 8.93 5.59 5.02 5.06 4.41 4.61 4.22 5.00 
generated energy Ecu104(kW) 1.398 0.875 0.786 0.792 0.691 0.721 0.661 0.783 
coal consumption Bc (t/h) 13.87 8.68 7.80 7.85 6.85 7.15 6.56 7.77 
  reform
ed pum
p’ adjustm
ent 
throttle adjustment’ head Hp 
(mH2O) 
692.3 694.5 696.5 696.4 696.6 696.4 696.1 696.5 
throttle adjustment’ efficiency Șp 
(%) 52.62 44.30 38.59 38.62 35.50 36.34 34.28 38.55 
throttle adjustment’ power 
consumption Pp (kW) 
264.3 197.2 203.9 205.1 194.8 198.5 193.5 203.4 
variable-speed head  Hp (mH2O) 541.2 540.4 540.0 540.1 540.0 540.0 539.8 540.1 
variable-speed efficiency  Șp(%) 54.78 43.22 41.81 41.90 34.72 37.42 34.61 41.80 
variable-speed power consumption 
 Pp (kW) 
198.5 157.3 145.9 146.6 154.4 149.5 148.6 145.4 
power difference 'Pp(kW) 65.8 39.9 58.0 58.5 40.4 49.0 44.9 58.0 
 
TABLE II.   ECONOMIC COMPARISON AND INTEGRATED INDICATORS (MARCH TO OCTOBER) BEFORE AND AFTER SYSTEM 
REFORM 
Projects before reform after reform difference between the two 
total generating capacity ȈWu104˄kWh˅ 4233.6 4829.04 595.44 
the total coal consumption ȈBu104˄t˅ 4.5144 4.79016 0.27576 
Total generation capacity of economy ȈW
˄Million˅ 1693.44 1931.62 238.18 
total coal consumption of economy ȈB
˄Million˅ 2257.2 2395.08 137.88 
relative increment of coal consumption GE
˄%˅ 14.06 
relative increment of power generation  GB
˄%˅ 6.1 
pump running benefits˄%˅ 24.96 
energy saving rate˄Million˅ 11.94 
additional energy cost˄Million˅ 238.18-137.88+11.94=112.24 
7.Conclusion 
This article takes the transformation, installing heat exchanger on the back pressure thermal system, for 
example to give technical and economic analyses. It concludes that the Program is technically feasible 
and has much economic benefit. with flexibly switchable new-and-old systems, adaptable heat load, less 
investment and rapid effects.; we can also infer that, according to the different hot thermal parameters of 
users, the sensible heat and latent heat can be combined to the transformation to heat the boiler feed water, 
so the economic benefit will be even more impressive; In addition, this reform program can be applied to 
pumping condensing unit; not only is it applicable to industry thermal load,  it also meets the 
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requirements of significant changes of heat load in heating and “heat-electricity-chill” joint production; 
the economic benefits will be even more significant, with the increase of changing ranges of heat load, the 
extension of operation time in low load, and the relative raise of the price of electricity and coal. 
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